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Technologies
• XSLT
• Xquery
• Python

REST API
• BaseX Server
• Docker

github.com/IRT-Open-Source/scf
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Technologies
• ffmpeg

REST API
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• Docker
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IMSC Javascript Object
imscEd

Technologies
• Javascript
• vue.js

github.com/IRT-Open-Source/imsced
References
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- [github.com/IRT-Open-Source/basex](https://github.com/IRT-Open-Source/basex)
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Parts of imscED were developed in the project dwerft - linked metadata for media (www.dwerft.de).

dwerft - linked metadata for media is a research and development project for innovative media tech solutions by different media and IT companies located at the renowned area of Babelsberg.

The project is funded by Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung and Innovative regionale Wachstumskerne PLUS.